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Holograms: 
They Seem to Float in Air 

PEGGY S!ALFON 

ThOucJ't.holography- prac· 
tically l · atepchll4- ot pho· 
topphy_;.tl itlll considered,. 
to be in ita tntancy,' It has 
already wmwn very definite 
indications that its arowth 
may wt!JH nlach gargantuan 
proportions in the oot~too

distant future. Until recently, 
holography bad unfortunate-· 
ly -been confined tO scientific 
laboratories becaUM af the 
need tor expensive; special· 
ized equipment, but startling 
new breakthroughs in the 
making arid viewing of holo· 
grams have finally made it 
possible to brini tliese mysti· 
tying three-diritensiomtl crea
tion. 0\1-t in·tO publi.c view. 
In fact; not only are there 
seveml places· around New 
York City currently display
Ing holograms, but dlere is 
even a sc~ ,where interest· 
at indiv;iduals can ractually 
leam how to make their own 
holograms. 

A hologram Is a completely 
three-dimensional picture of 
a IUbjeot recorded photo· 
graphically. Viewing a holo
gram, however, is a very 
different - e~rlence tlhan 
vlewinJ a photograph. If you 
look at an 8xl0 photograph 
from • distance of say, 20 
feet, you can still determine 
that, there ts a two-dimen· 
siot'lllll image to be seen (even 
though you may not be able 
to make out exactly what 
th.at image is). Not so with 
a holop-am. From- 20 feet 
away, an 8xl0 hologram 
looks like nothling more thtm 
a blank sheet of olear plastic. 

It isn't until one moves 
closer tx) the normal viewing 
distance Of two to three feet 
that Olllll sees an image on 
thf.s sheet of plastic (it is 
actually a sheet of processed 
photographic film whiCih con· 
talns the image). But, urnlike 
a oonventtonai pnotograph, 

this ·Image is ! L. ·H ·K&Diy ren· 
derred ,in. :.n ethereal. truly 
three-dimensional t1omt that 
teems . to be projected out 
In space, either in front of 
0!' in back of the emulsion. 

. ~ - _-Sttangei- yet, u one moves 
flo the rl,nt or left of this 
almost . ghostly floating 
image, anotner vlew of the 
rubjeot is reve11led just u 
lrf one were moving a.rOund 
the real subject. For lnstaric~. 
In looking ·at a hologram of 
a magnifying glass /held l:n 
front CYt ·• globe, tM viewer 
is aotuaHy able to use . the 
magnify~ll!g glass so that by 
moving his head to view the 
image from varied angles h!! 
can actually see different 
portions of dle globe magni
fied under the glass. · 

Though It may seem Ilk~ 

the work of an eerie supema
. tural force, !holography Is a 
phenomena that can be ex-. 
plained by understanding the 
nature of lig:ht. Technical·ly, 
a hologram is made by illu
mlna~in · g a subject ;.with a 
special type of light sourc~. 
oalle4 a coherent light (this 
is ,_ .mpnochromatic liglht in 
a single wavelength in which 
all waves also· are ."in step 
wtth .one aoother"). The 
SQuroe of .coherent light is 
a faser. beam. and by -using 
mirrors and r. beam splitter 
the light . is then split Into 
a reference .beam and an ob· 

.Ject beam· 
The reference beam is di· 

recled onto • photogra·phlc 
mm and the object beam 
is ref'lecteid off the subject 
ontto b same film. WMI'e 
the two beams meet or over
lap, a light interference pat
tern is fonned and It l.~ this 
that Is record~d on that pho
tographic film. When the film 
is processed and a beam of 
coherenlt light i5 passed 
thrfJ\Jg'h tJ:e film . 1t totallv 
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three· dimensional re<Xm

strucuOR ot the original .sub· 
jeot OCC\N't. 

The technique for ho;o
graphy was originally ron· 
ceived by British scientist 
Deoois Gabor in 1948, hut 
bec&!use the necessary coher
ent light source was unavail· 
able in abundance at that 
time, holography underwent 
an incubation period until 
1960 when the Laser was de· 
veloped. Today, j-ust 15 years 
later-, though a laser is still 
necessary to make a holo
gram, there are now several 
types of holograms that do 
not require a laSI!I' for view
ing them: these can be seen 
by properly directing an or· 
dinary incandesce!lit light 

· onto their rurfaoe, from the 
proper angle. 

Suddenly, iocredible ·new 
~pplications for holognphy 
are being realized . . . and 

. nursued. Stress analysis to 

determme stmctural flaws m 
m8J!Jeria1 and an effJcienlt data 
~toragre system (which may 
outdate traditional mioro
film) are just twx> possible 
uses. In addition, mass pro
auction methods may ev:en
tually put holograms into the 
ha·nds of the ronsumer in 
the fo:rm of album or maga
zine covers, as labels printed 
right into th.e plastic on 
shrink-wrapped packages or 
stamped right into a record. 
Eoologically, this could mean 
tremendous savings af 
dwindling reSIOurces like pa· 
pers and vinyls, since the 
need for separate laibels or 
wrappers would ,be mini· 
mlzed. 

Conslderlng these ever-i"l· 
creasing caparbilities, it ·seems 
hard to deny holography's 
potential. Yet, some people 
may <11smiss the entire notion 
ot holography as some sort 
nf passing fad that, like the 
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hula hoop and tne Captain 
Midnig.ht ring, will have a 
relatively shott life span. For 
tlhem. the sim:ple idea of a 
completely mree-<ttmenston· 
at, teemitliiY phantumaaor
lc, · form lurking in space in 
front ot a piece of emulsion 
sounds too much like some 
"far out" magical trickery 
to really give It any credence. 

But as proof of hologra
phy'• merit, the Museum of 
Holography (MOH) has re
cently opened Its doors in 
New York City. Director Jody 
Bums has put an extraordin
ary amOWJt of energy into 
ooordinasting an exciting ex
hibit of holo~rams to help 
edtwate t!lle pUIDillC "about 
the nature of holography u 
an art medium." The 
mus:eum's- bookstore even of
fers holograms for sale, as 
well as pertinent literature. 
(The evu-expanding Witkin 
Gallery-one of New York's 
oldest photography show
cases-has recently exhibited 
a hologram from the 
museum's collection.) 

The MOH, located on the 
second floor of a loft buildhg 
at 120 West 20th Street. has 
a calm, mellow atmosph~re . 

On a typl::al Saturday it at
tracts a steady flow of 
peop.le, young and old, who 
quizzically examine the exhi
bit end react with IUI'Prisl!, 
awe and fasdn-atkm. 1'hey 
tilt their heads, bend their 
knees or rise up on their 
toes to explore eaoh holo
gram from ~ery vantage 
poirlt. Some lneredul.ous 
viewers even wa:nder behmd 
the free-standing holograms 
-expecting, p~rhaps, to f!nd 
a plastic cube housing the 
image-and are stunned to 
find only thin air. 

The display includes trans
mission bolograms (requiring 
laser illumination), refier.tion 
hol~ra , m~ fwhch can be 

v1ewed with ordinary ligrht), 
multiplex (motion) holo
grams, and other IJ)ecial 
types, One of the most fas
cinating wocks, "Thoughts." 
crea,J.ed by a young phySic~ 
instJI'ootQII', Kenneth Dunkiey, 
is actually a third ~neration 
hologram (a hologram cA a 
hologram of a hoh>gram) and 
shows a remarkable use of 
three-dimensional space. To 
help explain holography, the 
museum offers a kee film 
pro.l{.rani on the subject and 
on lasers at 1 ·and 3 P .JVl. 

every Saturday. 
The New Yor~ Scltoc4 of 

Holography has; its afflcu 
at the Museum of Hologra
phy. lt has been in operation 
s)IJK:e Ootlober, 1973 (a San 
Francisco School of Holo
graphy has been alive and 
well since October, 1971), 
and has already educail:ed 
1ome 300 students in making 
iolo~ams and constructing 
l~xpensive holographic stu· 
dios. Affiliated with the In· 
temational Center fOC' Photo
graphy and the School t>f 

Visual Al'ts, the NYSOH haa 
an impressi-ve curriculum ct 
basic aru1 advanced cOUrse! 
as wei! as an apprenticeship 
program, designed for Individ
uals who show apecial 
talents. Courses asiWTle no 
technical knowledge or previ
ous eJq>erience of any kimd 
and emphasize "hmds on" 
t.ltperience. A beginning stu
dent can expect to personally 
create five or six holograms 
ot his/her own composition. 
The course book, "Practdcal 
Holography," by Chris Out· 
water and Eric van Hammer
aveld tells how to construct 
a studio, :how to bui!d your 
own equipment anrl how to 
rr.ake several . diff~rcnt typu 
of hologrems. (The book ts 
nailable from MOH for $10.) 

The sebup for making a 
holosrram reQuire• a Ta~cr 

liN!t (obtainable for as llttle 
a:> $100) and an z;bsolutely 
vibration-f,ree tab!~ - which 
can be a simple, but func<ion
al and lllle~pensive, sand-box 
type sltmlar to the one the 
lliew York Smool of Holo
graphy uses. The NYSOH's 
"optical" table consi~t J of 
a sand-fillled plywoci 1r&Y 

or tox that res;.\ ou tor 
of cinder blocks. The laser 
btam, beam~!.ltte':'S, mirrors 
.and subject, WtUdt must all 
he precisely ailignt-d, rest on 
plastic cylinders that can be 
easily positioned (and reposi• 
tioned) by being pressed lnlo 
the and. The process uses 
currently availalble blaak
and-'Nhit. photographic film 
and processing chemistry. 

According to the NYSOH'a 
enthusiastic associate direc
tor Abe Rezny, "Holography 
Ia probably the greatest in
vention in photography since 
the invention of photography 
itself." For the photographer, 
Rezny believes that hologra
phy offers a Jood sense of 
d,isclpline. The ideas tor each 
holOgram must be fully 
thought out before· execution 
and a graphically oriented in· 
dividual is forced to expand 
his perception to deal with 
a totally new concept of 
apace. 

As of now it certainly Is 
not quite aa easy for an am
ateur holographer to assem
ble a portable studio as it is 
for a photographer to turn 
his/her kitchen or bathroom 
into an Instant darkroom, 
but at least the tools for 
holography are finally with
in reach, and the original 
prohibitive expense has been 
greatly diminished. Naturally, 
as the medium becomes more 
and more viable, artists ere 
finding an Irresistible attrac
tion to experiment with its 
rich, untapped resources as 
a stimulating and innoyati•.•-s 

vehicle of expression. 
Salvadore Dali, hav~ 

made a three-diJrwnsion p<r
trait (multiplex hologram) 
of the strangely soectaculu 
rocK star Alice Cooper, d, 
perhap!l, the first intemation· 
ally known artist to man 
use of the holographic medi· 
urn. As a result of Dall's in· 
volvement and his influence 
in the art world, the· KnOied
ler Gallery (21 East 70th 
Street), an old, establlsllell 
and well-reputed art gallery, 
has become extremely inter· 
asted ln holography. In fact, 
the Knoedler is in the proc· 
ess of taking an enonnoua 
pioneering atep into the 
realm ot ihe third dimension 
by presenting an entire ex
hibit of holograms that is 
scheduled to open In JC'ay. 

Most of the holograms dlis 
writer has vitowed thus tar 
bave projected the three· 
dimension image behind the 
~ilm viewing plane on the 
side away from the viewer. 
Not so with several of the 
holographic images which 
wilil be at the Knoedler. 
These protrude, almost 
thteateninaly, from the film 
surface into the exhibit 
room. One in particular, a 
frightfully realistic image of 
a woman's delicate ha~ 

offering a diamond ring ancf 
bracelet, hovers like an eerie 
disembodied spirit. I later 
discovered that thi1 holo· 
gram had originally been cre
ated in 1972 as a commercial 
display suspended above 
Cartier's on Fifth Avenue 
and allegedly provoked one 
passerby to assail lt with her 
umbrella and declare it to be 
the "devil"s work." The ex· 
tremely mind - boggling 
Knoedler exhibit officially 
opens on May 12 with a 
champagne gala evening 
sponsored by UNICEF (tick· 
ets $25 each). 
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A stirring dimension 

iBy Martin Levine 

An e:xrciting and, I suspect, historically impor

tant show has just opened at the International 

Center of Photography, at Fifth Avenue and 94th 

Street in Manhattan. It is called "Holography '75: 

The First Decade,'' and it constitutes the largest 

gathering ever of tlhese uncanny thr~e-dimensional 
photographs and mm loops. 

Esthetically, "Holography '75" hardly counts. 

Educationally, too, it's disappointing; ' although 

explMatory films and lectures are promised. What 

the show does best is simply stir the imagination, 

and it does tlhat so· well that it should give the 

technique en important boost. By the end of its 

second decade, holograPhy is clearly going to be a 

major force in art, science and amusement. My 

.feeling is that in 1985 people will also brag of 

having seen this exhibition, Which runs until Sep

tember. 

Holography was invented in .194.7 by Dennis 

Gabor, an emigre Hungarian scientist wurking in 

England. In 1971 Gabor received a belated Nobel 

Prize for his work. But it was not until the early , 

'60s, when Emmett Leith and Juris Upatnieks of 

1frle University of Michigan introduced laser light 
and other refinements, that the modern hologram 
was born. The "decade" mentioned in the show's 
title is an approximation of the time that the tech
nique ihas been available to the public. 

"Holography" comes from the Greek for 
"writing" and "whole" -->the latter !being relevent 
because every part of a hologram stores a com
plete image; if part is destroyed, the entire picture 
dims, instead of a specific detail disappearing. The 
simplest holograms are made by recording on a 
photogra'(lhic transparency the interference pattern 
between a beam of light of one wavelength that has 
bounced off an object and a similar beam tihat 
hasn~t. When light of the same wavelength i!? 
:>ho~ through thi>: slide, a 3-D imagP. reconstructs 

1tself in front of, or behind, t.he plane of the film. 
From the right distance, and within certain angles, 
you can peer around tihe objects in the C1ologram. 

That, however, is just the beginning. There are 
now holograms that you can view by ordinary in
candescent light; 360-degree C1olograms, displayed 
inside a transparent plastic cylinder, that permit 
you to see all sides of an object; even 360-degree 
hologramS that move. The problems of obtaining 
true color and images large enough for a theater, 
have been theoretical!~·. though not practically, 
solved. Research contin ues on holograms for tele
vision and the printed page. 

For more about ff:ie subject, contact the Mu
eeum d.. Holography (120 W. 20th St. [212] 929-
0121). It' and affiliated institutions can give you 
courses, sell you equipment or holograph your 
child's birthday party. · 

At the ICP show, plrotography center which the · 
museum organized and oosponsors, only one ex
hibit suggests hQlography's practical uses-a gam
ma-ray hologram of a brain. All the other choices 
were made on historic or pictorial grounds. Gabor 
smiles from behind his desk with al_l eerie greeniS::1 
glow. :Nearby stands the first ~D 'hologram, of a 
Chinese ceramic home. (Its maker, Tong · Jeong 
of Lak~ .Forest College in Illinois, showed it off 
at a press preview with appropriately magicianly 
gestures, and promised that anyone could make 
the same sort of thing with only "a small laser,' 
an olive jar and a strip of film." Jeong, inciden
tally, aftso made possible the Trimline telephone.) 

·Artists' C1olograms so far are basically novel
ties and experiments-like early work in photo
graphy, whose development is being closely 
paralleled. The 3-D movies of the Californian 
lloyd Cross, however, have an attractive brash
ness. Cross' "Kiss" is like a luxury version of those 
postcards you can buy that show a geisha winking. 
And, to a sman section of holQPOm, Cross has 

contributed a short called ·~Pam a:nd Helen.'' 

It's clear why it 'W'a8 "very papular" at the last 

Cannes Film Festival. ' 

Joseph Burns
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A Guide to Holograph~ 
The Grand Illusion 

Hol.ography is the art of caJ>
turing on film all the visual infor
mation available from an object. 
In other words, a hologram con
tains an accurately three-dimen~ 
sional image of the object. 

Holography is made possible by 
laser light. Laser (Light Amplifi
cation by Simulated Emission of 
Radiation) is an extremely pure· 

light source with the folk>wing 
unique characteristics : 

• one color-all waves of laser 

light are the same .size (wave 
length) 

What Is Holography? 

• in step-all laser waves trav
el side by side at the same 

speed 

• directionality-waves travel 
parallel to one another witoout 
spreading. 

When two laser waves meet, · 
they either reinforce or cancel. 
each other; the result is .a series 
of microscopic areas of light 
(reinforced) and darkness (can-. 

celled>. This is known as an in
terference pattern. A photogra
phic recording of this pattern. 
constitutes a hologram. 

A hologram is made by split
ting a laser beam into two beams. 
Beam A, or the reference beam. 
goes directly to the photographic 
plate. Beam B or the object 
beam, goes first to the object 
being holographed. Then, reflect
ing off the object, it goes to the 
photographic plate where its 
waves interfere with the waveS of 
the reference beam. After stan
dard photographic processing. 
the photographic plate becomes a 
permanent hologram. 

To view or reconstruct the 
hologram, one need only pass the 

reference beam meam A 1 

through the photographic plate 

The interference pattern, actinr 
as microscopic, partially reflect· 
ing ·mirrors, bends some of the 
light from this beam to recon
struct the path of the light origi
nally reflected from the object 
(Beam Bl. The eye·sees a three
dimensional object behind the 

plate, though the real object is no 
longer present . 

-Luis Remesar, Associate 

Director, The New York School of 
Holography 

A master transmission hologram at the New York Schoof of Holography. Work is done on a sand tahh' for stability. 
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Holograms: 

The Grand Illusion 
' holography is obviously related 

to the tradition of studio 
portraiture and still-lifes.' 

BY DAVID HOURDON 

In the late 1940s Dennis Gabor, a 

Hungarian-born British scientist, 

was investigating ways to improve 

the electron microscope, hoping to 

see atoms, when he inadvertently 

discovered the basic principle of the 

hologram. However, his discovery 

lay dormant for many" years because 

nobody knew how to gather a power

ful source of coherent light. Then, 

presto! the laser was invented and 

many physicists and er.gineers. as 

W{!ll as a few artists. began to pro

duce holograms in quantity. Dr. 

Gabor went on to win a Nobel Phys

ics Prize in 1971. During that year he 

posed for a holographic portrait, 

produced by the McDonnell Douglas 

Electronics Corporation in Saint 

Olarles, Missouri. He looks w1com

fortably formal , gazing toward the 

viewer with deadly seriousness. So 

what if his face is all green? (Natu

ralistically colored holograms don't · 

exist. ) At least the ingenious physi

cist is preserved for posterity in 

_three dimensions. looking so lifelike 

that the viewer is almost tempted to 

reach out. and touch him. The por

trait is one of nearly 50 holograms, 

made by an international roundup of 

35 scientists and artists, that appear 

in a fascinating, fun-filled exhibition. 

titled HOLOGRAPHY '75: THE 

FIRST DECADE. Organized and 

cosponsored by the Museum of Holo

graphy, the show fills three galleries 

at the International Center of Photo

graphy, Fifth Avenue at 94th Street 

(through September 21) . 

This is not the first time that 

holography has been given the mu

seum treatment . The now-defunct 

f<'inch College Museum of Art 

mounted a holography show, titled 

"N Dimensional Space," back in 

1970. " Holography '75" is, however, 

a much bigger and more ambitious 

affair, jammed with intriguing 

three-dimensional illusions and 

crisscrossed by laser beams. (Re

member to be cautious and do rwt 

look directly into a laser beam. ) 

· Most · holograms are as three

dimensional, yet as one-sided as a 

thratre setting. You can gaze at Dr. 

Ga bor 's face, for instance, then step 

to one side in order to peer at a 
pr<:vio11sly undisclosed bit of nose or 

ear ; but yvu cai, ·, waik·benmd him 

to see the back of his head. Thanks to 

Tung Jeong, a professor of physics at 

Lake Forest College, we now have 

the 360-degree hologram, which en

ables us to see an object from all 

sides. Jeong's hologram of a three

dimensional ceramic horse, about 

three inches tall , appears inside a 

cylinder · (the laser beam is directed 

from below) and the illusion is so 
realistic that spectators placed their 

hands inside the cylinder and at

tempted to clutch the apparition. 

As if it were not sufficiently star

tling to see illusory figures fully in 

the round, some of them actually 

move' The Multiplex Company pro

duces 120-degree holograms in which 

the subject performs a brief action 

as the viewer walks from one side to 

the other. In "Peekaboo," for in

stance, ah impish girl, who lies in 

bed, sticks her tongue out at the 

viewer, winks, and pulls the coverlet 

over her bare shoulder. Lloyd Cross, 

the president of Multiplex, produced 

a 360-degree holographic "movie. 

titled ··Pam and Helen ... It features 

a good-looking pair of naked les· 

bians, who tentatively explore their 

bodies as they kneel, facing each 

other, on a· carpet. Tlfeir minh 

turized bodies, which seem to float it · 

a clear plastic cylinder, are bathed 

in a constantly changing spectrum of 

color; and the overall effect is nearly 

magical. 

At this early stage it 's hard to tell 

what, if anything, distinguishes the 

artists from the scientists. The sci

entists have the edge, in terms of 

technical prowess, producing holo

grams with exceptional sharpness 

and clarity . But the artists (at least 

the ones who are not hung up on 

cobweb configurations) attempt to 

create less conventional portraits 

and still lifes. Bruce Nauman's two 

self-portraits, for instance, are pri

marily interesting for their wholly 

unorthodox approach to portraiture. 

Though it is one of the latest. 

wrinkles in photography, holography 

is obviously related to the entire 

tradition of studio portraiture and 

still lifes. Since the procedure for 

making holograms is complicated 

and time-consuming, compositions 

must be carefully calculated, leav

ing no room for the snapshot aes

tl1etic that prevails in many photo

graphy circles. So far the medit.im is 

more entertaining than it is artisti

cally expressive. But while holo

graphy has yet to find its Stieglitz or 

Steichen, it's plain to see that the 

medium will continue to lure new 

and talPrJiecl devotees. 

tge village VOICE July 21. 1975 
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Holography 
Comes of Age 
JOHN GRUEN 

HOLOGRAPHY '75: THE 
F1RST DECADE (lntematlonal 
Center of Photography, 1130 Fifth 
Ave.): Even as photography is 
entering its most extraordinary 
renaissance, with photographic 
exhibitions everywhere, the new 
medium of holography is emerging 
as an art form ..which the general 
public is still refatively unaware of 
and uninformed about. 

In the late sixties, and early 
seventies, a few galleries began 
showing these strange. chimeric 
works which tricked the eye into 
believing that it was seeing 
three-dimensional forms when, in 
fact. all it was looking at was a 
sheet of clear plastic. Through 
scie1]tific magic, the images on this 
sheet assumed a reality so life-like 
that it was impossible to believe 
that space could be toyed with in. so 
wondrons n m~nnn "1 : ? \ <:' t-t h ~ - l nc . 

as one peered at these holograms, 
the third dimeqsi<;>n came specta
cularly into view . . Faces, figures, 
objects, et al., seemed incredibly 
real. and, what is more, seemed to 
move as one moved or shifted 
position. 

In the intervenin·g years, the art 
of holography has made consider
able strides. Qu i~tly, yet 
industriously. its practitioners have 
refined and simplified the produc
tion of holograms. experimenting 
with basic concepts and materials, 
and opening schools for the study 
of holography. In New York, there 
is even a Museum of Holography 
(located at 120 West 20tb Street), 
and an attendant school within the 
museum, open to the layman and 
professional. 

The present exhibition offers a 
survey of holographic experimenta-

tion . and, for all intents and 

Jeff Hall's "Ship Someont> St<\rs" 

purposes , the show could be called 
historic. Some fifty holograms by 
thirty-five holographers from five 
foreign countries and fifteen states 
are on view-each a -triumph of 
scientific research, but only a very 
few worthy of being called works of 
art. Indeed, the makers ·of 
holograms seem far more inter
ested in noodling and tinkering 
with their new-found toy, leaving 
its esthetic possibilities alarmingly 
at bay. So enamored are they of the 
science involved, that the final 
products look, for the most part, 
like unimaginative samplers for a 
new photographic line. 

Bethatasit may, holography is a 
fantastic invention, and in time, its 
true artists will, no doubt, emerge. 
Holography was pioneered by Dr. 
Dennis Gabor. who invented the 
medium in 1947 while at the 
Imperial College of Science and 
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Jerry Pethlck's "Rainbow Spaceman" 

J"el'l11lology in London. (He wou 
the Nobel Prize for it, in 1971). In 
essence. holography deals with t;te 
nature of light . In a recent New 

York Times article, Peggy Sealfon 
gave as coherent and technical 
description on the making of 
holograms as any: "A hologram is 
made by illuminat ing a subject 
with a special type of light source , 
called a coherent light. The source 
of coherent light is a laser beam, 
and by using mirrors and a beam 
splitter the light is then split into a 
reference beam and an object 
beam. The reference beam is 
directed onto a photographic film 
and the object beam is reflected off 
the subject onto the same film. 
Where the two beams meet or 
overlap, a light interference 
pattern is formed and it is this that 

is recorded on that photographic 
film. When the film is processed 
and a beam of coherent light is 
passed through the film, a ~otally 
three-dimensional reconstruction 
of the original subject occurs." 

Those knowledgeable about 
such technical matters will be 
endlessly intrigued, and will want 
to know more about it. For those of 
us who want their magic and eat it 
too, the holography show is merely 
a prelude of what the art form 
could ultimately yield. I mean, a 
dildo in three-dimension , jutting 
out at you, is pretty yawn-provok
ing . as are holograms of two 
bosomy girls doing a sexy come-on 
number . A fisherman standing in a 
pond and lifting his reel is no grea t 
shakes of an image either, and 
grotesque masks leering th rough 
waves of rainbow-colored lights 
don't really engage or hold one's 
attention. There are too many of 
such uninspired works in the show. 
In each instance, we stop only to 
marvel at "the way of it," not at the 
marvelous totality of it. The 
absence of fertile imagery is the 
exhibit's major flaw, although it 
must be admitted that even at its 
most banal, holography as a 
technical device is never less than 

arrest ing. 
There are a few :. upab exa mpl e~ 

un view that make one wish for 
more esthetics and less technology. 
Dr. Gabor's own self-portrait is a 
remarkable study in a face -to-face 
encounter with what seems a living 
person . A figure in a bizarre 
contortive po~ition is both theatri 
cal and phenomenological. A 
hologram of a man distorting his 
face is equally striking . There arc 
other good ima ge~ to. br seen. anrl 

they raise fascinating questions: 
Can holograms be enlarged anct 
used, as , say, stage settings? Can 
holography be applied to motion 
pictures? Will holography ultim
ately render the camera obsolete? 

Standing mid-way between the 
still photograph and the movies, 
holography seems destined to 
become a major art form. It can 
only progress, however, by true 
artistry-by holographers who will 
have the vision to transcend the 
medium's already marvelously 
transcencl ant attributes. 
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A Technical Stunt 

Sunday, July 20, 1975 

T here is always something disconcerting in the 
spectacle of immensely sophisticated technology 
-which artists sometimes call "science"
ser•ing as the vehicle for some perfectly 
trivial conception. Depending on the character 
of the result, such discrepancies between means 

and' ends tend to induce either laughter or anger or-
what may come to the same thing-a woeful sense of wasted 
opportunity. In art, if not always in life, we expect 
method and medium to bear some meaningful or intelligent 
relation to an accomplished result. There is a difference, 
11fter all, between the laboratory and the exhibition gallery 
-oetween, as Picasso once put it, seeking and finding. 

This is a difference that has been wholly lost, 
however, on the organizers of the "Holography '75" 
exhibition, now occupying the second-flopr galleries of the 
International Center of Photography. The esthetic naivet~ 
of this show must really be seen to be believed. No mere 
description could begin to do it justice. Images of a 
stupefying innocuousness, ranging from peep-show porn 
and low~grade beer commercials to the even more ludicrous 
parodies of so-called "serious" art, are unrelieved by the 
slightest trace of esthetic intelligence. A more dismal 
demonstration of the distance that still obtains between 
advanced technological invention and the serious artistic 
mln~ could scarcely oe imagined. 

What is holography? It is a form of lensless 
photography, invented in I 947 by Dr. Dennis Gabor, that 
employs laser light to produce three-dimensional images of 
the most st:utling illusionistic "reality." Since Dr. Gabor's 
dtsoovery was fir ~l published, others have gone on to 
extond the holograph-or the hologram, as it is sometimes 
called-to a circular, 360-degree "screen" so that the imagf 
imprinted on the photographic plate appears to "move" as 
we move around it. In the present exhibition, which includes 
the work of 3S holographers, both types of holographic 
image-the "flat" and the circular-are represented, 
though there is little to choose between them so far as 
esthetic inter e ~~ is concerned. 

fhe physical dimensions of holography are small: most 
of the flat prints measure little more than a few square 
inches, and the circula.r prints are roughly the size of a 
cake platter. Their color, moreover, is atrocious. There is 
said to be a lot of work now going on in what is called 
"natural color" as well as black and white holography, but 
what we get for the moment are what holographers are 
pleased to call "rainbow hues," which Is a comical 
euphemism for the kind of sleazy, acid reds, blues and greens 
we used to find adorning juke boxes and still find in the 
cheapest kinds of picture postcards. Perhaps some genius is 
waiting in the wings to make something memorable of this 
combination of peep-show realism and juke-box color, 
but he is nowhere in evidence here. 

• • • 
What is worse, however, is what might be called the 

"culture" of holography. It is, to judge by the present 
exhibition, a gadget culture, strictly concerned with and 
immensely pleased by its bag of illusionistic tricks and 
completely mindless about what, if any, expressive 
possibility may lie hidden in its technological resources. 
There are, to be sure, a few "artistic'' attempts here at 
abstraction and pop art and the familiar neo-dada repertory, 
but these are even more laughable than the outright 
examples of kitsch. Much of the work in this show has, 
I gather, been produced not by "artists" but by physicists 
orofessionally involved in holographic technology. The 
physicists appear to favor objects out of the local gift shop, 
whereas the "artists" do their shopping in provincial art 
!!alleries, and both. it seems, are much taken with 
t!'levision commercials. It is difficu lt to i<now which is 
the more repugnant : the abysmal level of taste or the 
awful air of solemnity that supports it. 

For "Holography '75'' is b!'ing offered to us as nothing 
less than "an event of historic importance." It even claims 
to be the "first" show of its kind-which is unkind , to the 
"N Dimensional Show" of holography that the Finch 
Collt ge Museum of Art mounted several years ago. 



"Sam Rivers" by Selwyn Lissack 
-a 360-degree, white light multiplex hologram . . 

Reviewing that exhibition, my colleague Grace Glueck wrote 
that it had "all the esthetic kick of a postcard from 
Montauk," and "Holography '75" certainly marks no 
discernible esthetic advance. It will be said, of course, that 
holography is stiH, both technically and esthetically, in its 
mfancy-an argument that brooks no quarrel. But the place 
for such infancy is the nursery, not a place of public 
exhibition, and the welcome given this unfortunate, 
amateurish show by the International Center of Photography 
raises some serious questions about the purpose of this 
new institution. 

The Center was established by Cornell Capa less than a 
year ag!>-in November, 1974. Describing itself as the 
city's "first museum devoted exclusively to photography," 
it has already mounted eight exhibitions, representing the 
work of more than 40 photographers, some celebrated 
(Henri Cartier-Bresson, W. Eugene Smith, et al.), 
some still obscure. It seemed, at the start, to have a point of 
view, favoring social reportage of the sort that gave to 
the great photo-journalists of an earlier generation their 
special sense of mission and their special glamour. But thi·s 
point of view was founded from the beginning on a curious 
paradox. The age of photo-journalism has clearly come 
to an end. It survives, to the extent that it survives at 
all, as something marginal to the mainstream of serious 
photgraphic endeavor. The great picture magazines are 
gone, their function having been effectively usurped by the 
television screen, and the surviving corps of photo-journalists 
has been obliged to turn to the museum, the gallery and 
thE> expensive art book for their new public-a public more 
likely to judge their work by detached esthetic standards 
than hy the old criteria of front-line communication. 

The very notion of a museum devoted to the 
photography of social reportage implied that a significant 

shift had taken place in the way we looked at such 
photographs, but the center has always been a little 
diffident about articulating that shift-a little reluctant, 
perhaps, to acknowledge it as a fait accompli. It shies 
away from any conscious esthetic program, and from the 
:standards such a program would entail. Orphaned from 
the history of social action and mass-media communications 
-a history that reached its zenith in the exploits 
of war photography-it yet retains a certain nostalgia 
for that bygone era, and seems to regard the new 
estheticizing tendencies in photography and in photographic 
thought as s<>me sort of denial of photography's true 
purpose. It ·seems reluctant, in other words, to face up 
to the fact that it is a museum and not a magazine. 

It was inevitable, I think, for such an attitude 
to come to grief sooner or later, and the worst appears 
now to have happened sooner than expected. The 
"Holography '75" exhibition dramatically underscores the 
center's refusal to confront the difficult esthetic problems 
that a museum specializing in photography is now obliged 
to deal with. An esthetic void is always vulnerable to the 
romance of technology, and this is all that the present 
exhibition offers us . It thus remains ln be seen whether 
the Centf'r, which opened last fall with so much promise 
and so much fanfare, is prepared to make a serious 
contribution for the new photography scene or is 
interested only in exploiting it. 

"Holography '75: The First DPcadE'" at the International Cen
tPr of Photography, 1130 Fifth Avt>nue, through Sept. 21. Open 
11 A.M. to 5 P.M. Tuesday through Sunday; dosed Monday. 
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New York School of Holography 120 \;:/20 nyc. ny 100 11 I q2q-0121 

HOLOGRAM- from the Greek words, 'holos• (complete) and 'gram' (message). 

WHAT IS A HOLOGRAM? 
Holography 1s generally known as laser photography which uses lase: light to 
make and view 3-dimensional images called holograms. The process 1tself is 
referred to as holography, while the 2-dimensional photographic plate or 
piece o! film is r~ferred to as a hologram (not to be confused with a ·~olo
graph' -defined as a document such as a last will and testament.handwr1tten 
by the person whose signature is attached). In a hologram, the 1mage i~ seen 
in true 3-dimensions with either a monochromatic or rainbow effect. Th1s 
image manifests such vivid realism that the viewer is tempted to reach out 
and touch the objects of the scene. 

A BRIEF HI STORY 
Holography was invented in 1947 by Dr. Dennis Gabor while at the Imperial 
College of Science and TP.clmology in London. In 1971, he won the Nobel Prize 
for his brilliant invention of this new civilizational tool. From 1947 to 
1961, ~nlnqraphy remained unresearched and unknown to most of the scientific 
worlr'! nnd to the general public. In 1963, Drs. Leith and UpatniekS of the 
University of Michigan were able to implement Dr. Gabors• theories through 
the use of the newly invented laser (1960 - T.H. Maiman - Hughes Aircraft 
Company) to produce the first successful optical hologram. Almost a decade 
later, in 1971, the San Francisco School of Holography opened its doors and 
holography came out of the laboratory and into the classroom. 

In October 1973, the 
tions and has t aught 
holographic studio. 
can do so easily and 
School. 

WHY HOLOGRAPHY? 

New York School of Holography (NYSOH) began its opera
over 400 students how to make holograms and construct a 
Now anyone interested in learni~g the art of holography 
at minimal cost, at the East Coast's only Holography 

Holography br1ngs our 2-dimensional world of communications into the magic 
of the third dimension. Holography can work for you on several levelsa You 
will develop a foundation for understanding the phenomena of light and optics 
you will acquire a meaningful and educational skill that can become a po
tentially limitless career in the untapped field of holography. Professionals 
and students in photography, audio-visual communications, publishing, adver
tising, media, architecture, interior design, theatre lighting and set design, 
creative arts, computer graphics, engineering, physics, chemistry, medicine, 
in fact any field requiring visual creativity, will discover real applications 
which will he beneficial in your profession or course of study. But more 
importnnt, you will have learned about one of the most important civiliza
tional tools of the 20th Century. 

NYSOH WOULD LIKE TO INTROWCE YOU TO HOLOGRAPHY. IF YOO HAVE NEVER SEEN A 
HOLOGRAM, OR IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BRING YOURSELF UP TO DATE ON THE CURRENT 
STATE OF THE ART, WE SUGGEST YOU STOP BY THE INTERNATIONAL CENTER OF 
PHOTOGRAPHY, 1130 5TH AVENUE (AT 94TH STREET), TUESDAY THROUGH SUNDAY, 
11 TO 5 PM. ADMISSION IS FREE, FREE FILM PROGRAM EVERY SATURDAY, ON THE HOUR. 
(FILMS ABOUT HOLOGRAPHY AND LASERS). 

C> New Yorft School of Holography 1975 
(Over) 

1975 
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NYSOH FALL 1975 CURRICULUM 

Basic Holography 

Advanced Transmission I 

Rainbow I 

Rainbow IIA Color 
Holography 

Rainbow IIB Multiplex 
Holography 

Dichrom~te Holograms 

Multiple Imagery and an 
Introduction to the 
third Dimension 

Holographic Design 
(aesthetics) 

History and Applications 

Special Seminars 

6 weeks 4 hrs. per/wk. $180.00 
Registration Limit - 8 students 

6 weeks 4 hrs. per/wk. $180.00 
Registration Limit- 8 students 

6 weeks 4 hrs. per/wk. $180.00 
Registration Limit - 8 students 

6 weeks 4 hrs. per/wk. $180.00 
Registration Limit- 8 students 

6 weeks 4 hrs. per/wk. $180.00 
Registration Limit - 8 students 

5 weeks 8 hrs. per/wk. $800.00 
Limited Registration - 3 students 

12 weeks 2 hrs. per/wk. $180.00 
Limited Registration - 15 students 

12 weeks 2 hrs. per/wk. $180.00 
Limited Registration - 30 students 

10 weeks 2 hrs. per/wk. ~150.00 

Limited Registration - 30 students 

To be arranged. 

Call or write NYSOH for information about the following programs& 
Intensive Basic I Weekend, Custom and Individual Instruction, Theory 
seminars on the Physics and Mathematics of Holography, and Light Per
ception, ·rravelling Lecture/Demonstrations, Industrial Research Tours, 
Laser Safety Classes, Laser Special Effects for live and filmed pur
poses, Equipment and Studio Rental. 

~hP ohone number at the School isa (212) 929-0121 

0 New York School of Holography 1975 
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